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O beau-ti-ful Yule-tide so fest-ive and

shimmering

fair, shimmering

Be wel-come, be
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welcome! We wait-ed for thee... Enter with glad-ness, abide to de-
clare. The glo-ry of God's Son e-
ter-nal-ly.
O beautiful Yule tide, so festive so fair, Be welcome, be welcome! We waited for thee.

O beautiful Yule tide, so fair, Be welcome, be welcome! Wait for thee.
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gladness, abide to declare. The glory of
cresc. poco a poco
gladness, declare. The
God's Son eternally.
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O beautiful Yule tide when, hand in hand, In glad ado-
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ration the circles entwine. And old with the
young sing in chorus of Him
Who lay in the manger 
the 

Child divine!
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